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1. Importance of the Neighbourhoods issue
Internationalisation = globalisation + regionalisation
de facto regionalisation of migratory & economic international flows
Long-run trend of regional integration.
The case of trade

1. Importance of the Neighbourhoods issue…
Internationalisation = globalisation + regionalisation
de facto regionalisation of migratory & economic international flows
rise of regionalism
Regional Trade Agreements...

regionalisation of minds
international institutions figure out internationalisation through the regional pattern

new status of the “Neighbour”
no more the historical enemy but the necessary partner for common resources

Rise of World regions: North America (Nafta), East Asia (“Asean+5”), etc.
Stake for Europe: a wider region with its emerging and developing neighbours
European Neighbourhood Policy (2007-)
2020 Strategy (“opportunities for both the EU and its neighbours”), Cohesion Policy, TA…
ESPON: Europe In The World, TIGER, TERCO, BSR-TeMo, ESaTDOR, ITAN

2. … but lacking comprehensive view of Neighbourhoods
Maps of the EC itself hardly display this view
DG AGRI
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2. … but lacking comprehensive view of Neighbourhoods
The French Atlas of decentralised cooperation is ”continental”

”continents” vs. ”regions”

3. Importance of the territorial approach for the ENCs
International “on-the-ground” cooperation when diplomacy is stalling
e.g. decentralised cooperation

In particular, common policies and projects in the field of environment
EU Strategy for the Baltic Sea Region (EUSBSR)
the Northern Dimension policy
sanitation, de-pollution of the Mediterranean...

Promotion of territorial planning, decentralisation & local democracy in ENCs
e.g. strong demand for inclusive growth since the Arab Spring

cross-border opportunities for the peripheral European territories
extension of the European networks
e.g. transport: market extension, norms extension….

monitoring of European policies thanks to a better knowledge of the ENRs
e.g. rural development: ENPARD project (ENPARD = CAP 2nd pillar + ENP)

3. Importance of the territorial approach for the ENCs
Contractual relations between EU & Neighbourhoods

ITAN Mapkit
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4. ITAN as a very first step
ITAN hypotheses:
1) ESPON territory (UE & EFTA) + Neighbourhoods = one “region”
2) this wider region shows bigger opportunities than threats
ITAN key objectives and policy questions:
1)
2)
3)
4)

bringing to European stakeholders a comprehensive view of this region
assessing the territorial integration between Europe & its Neighbourhood
building a sustainable local database compliant with European databases
providing policy orientations toward a “deep” regional integration
Western Balkans: rising integration (both internal and vis-à-vis EU)?
Ukraine: the utmost importance of territorial analysis, ITAN added value
ITAN other main results: how to use and to follow up the project?

